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Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The Ford Motor Company produced only two models
for the 48 and 68 Series. Both cars were carryovers from with the same basic body styling, but
with modest upgrades. Both models featured numerous body styles and sold well despite Ford
falling behind Chevrolet in overall sales. The Fords came in standard and deluxe trim levels. The
Ford Model 48 came in a cabriolet, convertible sedan, three-window coupe, five-window coupe,
deluxe five-window coupe, deluxe Fordor sedan, deluxe sedan, deluxe Tudor sedan, Fordor
sedan, Phaeton, roadster, station wagon, touring sedan and Tudor sedan. The Model 48 was not
as popular as the Model The cabriolets numbered 1, Ford offered the immensely popular Model
68 as a cabriolet, club cabriolet, convertible sedan, five-window coupe, five-window deluxe
coupe, three-window deluxe coupe, deluxe Fordor, deluxe Phaeton, deluxe roadster, deluxe
sedan, deluxe Tudor, Fordor sedan, touring Fordor sedan, two- and four-door sedans with
trunk, station wagon, Tudor sedan and touring Tudor sedan. Top sellers were the Tudor sedan
with , units sold and the sedan with a trunk following in second with , leaving the showroom.
Ford also sold , touring Fordor sedans. In all, Ford sold manufactured , Model 48s and Model
68s. Ford offered only one engine. A cubic-inch flat-head V-8 powered both models. It had a 3. A
Stromberg dual downdraft carburetor delivered the fuel to the engine. A three-speed manual
transmission transmitted the power to the wheels. The final rear gear ratio of the spiral bevel
differential was 4. Both models sat on a inch wheelbase with a The models measured The fuel
tank held 14 gallons. Front and rear suspension consisted of transverse leaf springs with a
worm and sector steering gear mechanism. Stopping power came from all-wheel mechanical
internal expanding inch drum brakes. Ford moved the engine closer to the nose by 8. It also
repositioned the front springs forward of the front axle and moved the rear springs behind the
rear axle for better weight distribution. The models featured leather interiors, a Steward Warner
gasoline heater, a clock ensconced in the rearview mirror and a radio. Ford hid the dual horns in
and added bright work around the headlamps and grille. The model year proved to be the last

year of the freestanding headlamps. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience
reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs
reporting to covering the Middle East. The Specs of a Ford by Rob Wagner. Engine Ford offered
only one engine. Dimensions Both models sat on a inch wheelbase with a Chassis Front and
rear suspension consisted of transverse leaf springs with a worm and sector steering gear
mechanism. Features The models featured leather interiors, a Steward Warner gasoline heater,
a clock ensconced in the rearview mirror and a radio. Writer Bio Rob Wagner is a journalist with
over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. Make Ford.
Model Model A. For sale is a nice Ford Truck with flathead and 3 speed trans. The Motor is a
Mercury Flathead with Offenhauser heads and intake with dual carbs and runs smooth as silk
and has a great sound. The trans shifts smooth and seamless thru the gears. The electrical
system works perfect and has been converted to 12V. The suspension is nice and tight and
brakes are new with power juice brakes added and new tires. The interior and glass is all in very
good shape with little to no wear. The paint is an older paint job that still has a nice shine. The
wood bed is in very good shape but is a few years old. Over all this is a great truck that draws a
crowd where ever you take it. This year we took it with us to the Race Of Gentleman in wildwood
and were allowed to bring it with us in the pits with our race car. The response was
unbelievable, everyone wanted to check it out. The truck is also for sale locally and I reserve the
right to end the auction early. I can assist you with shipping here in the us and also
internationally. The Midget and trailer is not included. There are over 50 Hi res photos please
allow all pictures to load then scroll down Any questions please call No mileage is stated actual,
just what is shown on odometer. Model Other Pickups. No title. Frame is pretty rusty. Pickup
looks to be all original and never modified. Motor condition is unknown but pretty sure it's
locked up. Pickup rolls and steers fine I just keep it on the trailer because it's easier to move
around the yard when I need too. If you have any questions call Reliable, nice driving, head
turner. Original parts included. Garage kept and driven regularly. Mileage shown is post
restoration. Original speedometer showed 44, miles when it stopped working, but there is no
way to know if that was correct. I am the third owner. The original owner traded it in for a new
truck in the early 60s, and the dealer held onto it until I bought it from him about 25 years ago. If
you are looking for an old truck which is a fun, practical driver, it doesn't get any better than
this! C63 Mercedes, vintage motorcycle or other interesting trade considered. Additional
pictures upon request. Buyer must arrange and pay for all shipping, or the car may be picked up
in person. The car is for sale locally and I reserve the right to terminate this listing at any time.
This started out as just a cab, later found a chevy 2wd pickup that I used for the running gear.
The frame was hand built with a new T-bucket front end. A custom built stainless steel gas tank,
hand built steel box , hand built visor , body is all steel , it is auto with a TBI engine , power
steering , new radiator , 20'' rear wheels. I have a folder full a receipts , all new brake lines , gas
lines , new glass. There is some things left to do to be road ready. This is a late production Ford
half ton short bed pickup that is titled as a It has body and hood with original gauges in dash. It
has a flathead V8 with manual floor shift transmission and was upgraded to hydraulic brakes.
The body is in really nice condition overall with rust in the rocker panels below the doors and
rust out where the running boards meet the rear fenders. This truck has an incredible patina.
The rear fenders are cracked at the 12 O'clock position, the bed is in great shape and there is no
cancerous rust in the cab. Truck has been sitting since in a garage when a water pump went out
and the previous owner passed before replacing it. I had it running but it ran poorly and the
master cylinder was frozen. I had the distributor and coil professionally rebuilt by Skip Haney in
FL and purchased a new master cylinder that will bolt right in. This truck will need to have the
gas tank cleaned, brakes inspected, water pumps replaced and some ignition wiring work to be
a driver. Have not re-installed the distributor, coil, master cylinder or under dash resistor for 6
volt system. It's an original, complete truck with lots of potential and value with some basic
mechanic work or can be converted into a cool rat rod with a clear coat over the patina. I have a
clean California title with matching CA license plates. I also have the seat for it which will need
redone and hubcaps. In addition to the photos, please watch the 4 minute walk around YouTube
video by copying the link below into your browser. Selling for a friend: Ford Pickup:
Professionally chopped with suicide doors. The owner and builder of the truck has owned a
premier body shop for 46 years. All steel cab, doors, hood and radiator shell. Front and rear
fenders are fiberglass. Rear bed is metal but rough. Engine is a rebuilt bored over Chevy with
zero miles on rebuild. Transmission is a rebuilt turbo with zero miles on rebuild. Truck comes
with thousands of dollars of new parts and accessories. This is a project hotrod that needs to
be finished. There is too much to list, so if you have any questions, please call the owner at five
three three five. Truck is located in Lomita, Ca if you want to arrange inspection. We have been
selling classic and exotic cars exclusively since ! We have been a pioneer and trusted, top-rated

eBay seller since with thousands of positive feedbacks! We are located in St. Louis, Missouri in
a 60, sq. If you or an agent upon completion of a scheduled inspection at our St. Louis location
finds the car not to your liking, we will refund your deposit with no questions asked. This is
unique to our industry! We offer financing through two of the best lenders in the industry. If you
should need financing to put this car in your garage, call us today at This particular truck has
undergone a professional and comprehensive restoration, sat in a museum for many years, is in
turn-key condition and ready to go! This truck is rarely seen, has a brand new dump box, a
powerful Ford Flathead V8, 4-speed manual transmission and a floor starter. This truck is ready
for its next adventure! The body of this clean truck is very solid and straight. The truck has been
finished in black with a yellow pinstripe accenting the contours and lines of the truck. The paint
is in great condition, showing only minor imperfections. The dump box is brand new and ready
to do whatever it is that you need it to do â€” but it looks like it has been hauling cotton balls!
The front grill has been painted the same yellow as the wheels and pinstripes and it looks
awesome. It adds just a bit of contrast to the black paint. There is still a little bit of chrome on
the truck and it looks great with a brilliant shine. This truck is very clean and fresh! Inside, the
bench seat is wrapped with black vinyl and it looks great. The seat shows no signs of major
imperfection or wear. The door panels, floor panel and dashboard all look great. The dashboard
houses the original speedometer as well as a new Auto Gage oil pressure gauge and water
temperature gauge. It should be noted that the windshield wipers and speedometer are
currently inoperable. This truck does have a floor starter and an electric air horn. This robust
engine is capable of producing upwards of 85 horsepower. There has been a new starter
installed so that the truck turns over with ease. Mated to the engine is a 4-speed manual
gearbox. As mentioned before, this truck does have a floor start and starts right up with a tap of
your foot. The wheels are wrapped in 7. The rear axle does have dual wheels on each side. It
should be noted that this truck did get a new battery, fuel filter, spark plugs and a fresh oil
change. This is a wonderful half ton pickup and would fit in just about any automotive
collection. It is being sold on a clean and clear title. Please do not bid without the intent to
finalize this transaction. Your bid is a binding contract. EBay is an advertising tool and many of
our vehicles sell before the auction ends. Call us today at to make this vehicle yours! Seller
reserves the right to end auction early. We would like to keep it that way for future customers!
You will need to check with your local government for any special rules regarding these older
vehicles passing any inspections. We will not be held liable for any vehicle not passing
inspection. The vehicle is offered with a right to a personal inspection by any bidder or agent. If
you are the high bidder and unable to inspect said vehicle before auction close, you or an agent
will have seven 7 days to inspect said vehicle after the close of auction. I encourage a physical
inspection strongly to avoid any misunderstandings or representations. All disputes arising out
of or resulting from this sale shall be finally determined by binding arbitration in St. Louis,
Missouri in accordance with the commercial rules of arbitration of the American Arbitration
Association. The arbitration shall be carried out by one or more arbitrators in accordance with
said rules. Any award shall be enforceable in any court of competent jurisdiction in the same
manner as judgments. This agreement to arbitrate shall survive the sale of the automobile
described herein. Buyer and Seller hereby agree that Missouri law shall control for all purposes
under this Bill of Sale. Buyer and Seller hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of the state
and federal courts of Missouri to specifically enforce the agreement to arbitrate and to enter
judgment of and enforce the award of the arbitrator. All above terms and conditions are applied
to vehicle sales, whether through EBay or otherwise. Purchaser cannot make any claims of
ownership to said vehicle without payment in full. The buyer has seven 7 days from close of
auction to inspect the vehicle. If an inspection or decision takes longer than seven days and
you find the vehicle not to your liking, your deposit will be forfeited and the car will be relisted.
Final payment must be received within ten 10 days of the auction close. The refundable deposit
only applies if you or an agent inspect said vehicle in St. Louis and find it not to your liking.
This includes title transfer, inventory tax, holding costs, vehicle preparation, storage and
priority documentation delivery. We are just being realistic; most of the cars we deal in are
vintage and by their very nature will need TLC and some degree of attention sooner or later.
These are not new cars and your expectation should not be of a perfect, new car. Once full
payment has been received, Seller will email or fax a copy of clear title, Bill of Sale, Buyers
Guide and additional DMV forms to the Buyer to sign and return via email or fax. The
fully-executed forms must be returned to the Seller prior to the shipment of said vehicle.
Transportation For a quote on shipping anywhere in the world, please feel free to email us at
sales Motoexotica. We will give you an estimated cost for open and enclosed transport or
overseas. We are happy to accommodate our international buyers! We take care of all the
details and paperwork. All you have to do is collect the car at your nearest port and enjoy!

Please note that we are not a transport company and only offer this service as a convenience to
our customers. You are more than welcome to arrange your own shipping. Transportation will
commence only after final payment and signed documentation are received. Financing We offer
financing through many of the best lenders in the industry. They are currently offering very
attractive rates for all collector and special interest automobiles. Call us at for additional details.
The vehicle is offered with a right to a personal inspection by any bidder or agent of any bidder.
The vehicle is available for inspection prior to bidding. If you are the high bidder and unable to
inspect said vehicle before auction close, you or an agent will have 7 days to inspect said
vehicle after the close of auction. All used vehicles should be assumed to have some degree of
wear. No vehicle is perfect to everyone. Each vehicle has its strengths, styles, tendencies and
shortcomings. We have described the above mentioned vehicle to the best of our ability.
However, with all classic and exotic vehicles, the condition is subjective. Please be advised that
no oral or written statements concerning any vehicle constitutes a representation or warranty of
the condition of the said vehicle. We must be notified in writing of your decision to return the
vehicle within seven 7 days of your receipt of said vehicle. The vehicle may not have more than
75 additional miles on the odometer from the time it left our possession and be returned in the
same condition that it left. You will also be responsible for shipping the vehicle back to our
shop at your expense. All Rights Reserved. All other trademarks, names and anything else
implied in this document are owned and protected by their respective owners. Some builds are
dated and need to be modernized, while others are so thoroughly modern they'll be dated by
next year. One of the best bets you can place is on a timeless creation like this impressive Ford
pickup. It's a fully sorted masterpiece that was carefully planned and bolted together by
someone who definitely knew their way around a garage. The parts list includes familiar items
like a small block V8, a smooth shifting 4-speed, brilliant paint and a thoroughly tweaked
interior; but the execution of those items is what sets the truck apart. If you've been searching
for a super cool hot rod that can be driven and shown with pride, this impressive Ford is the
perfect solution! During a detailed, frame-off restoration, that old school metal was stripped,
sanded, married to fiberglass rear fenders and layered in brilliant House Of Kolor Cobalt
2-stage. That 2-stage, applied by Chewning's Unlimited of Mooresville, North Carolina, was
complemented with a fresh wood bed, stainless skid strips and light blue pin striping. That
highly detailed striping dances around Advanced Plating chrome, factory heat extractors,
smoked glass and modern mirrors. Vintage-look headlights, fiberglass running boards,
traditional door handles and a small wiper ensure excellent functionality. Massaged front
fenders and a custom grille shell join a smoothed cargo box, a custom roll pan and slick LED
tail lamps to provide the simple yet unique perfection that characterizes timeless street rodding.
And today, this sharp pickup is one sizzling classic that looks cooler than pretty much every car
at any show its owner chooses to attend! And, while the flathead is a nice novelty that provides
a really authentic ownership experience, serious road chops require serious upgrades. Sourced
directly from GM Performance Parts, the truck's serious chops come in the form of a cubic inch
ZZ4 crate engine that twists stout 10 to 1 compression into horsepower and lb. The mean
motor's energy mixture is supplied by a coated carburetor, which is sandwiched between a
polished, dual-plane intake and chrome, low-profile air cleaner. That mixture travels in to
aluminum L98 cylinder heads, which hang chrome valve covers and chrome breathers over
stamped rocker arms and hypereutectic pistons. That valvetrain combusts thanks to a forged,
internally-balanced crank, powdered connecting rods and a billet cam. That fire is kept in check
by a Griffin aluminum radiator, which is mated to chrome flex hoses, a polished overflow tank
and a big electric puller fan. Traditional V-belts spin a polished alternator opposite a polished
AC compressor while spent gases are cycled through coated Sanderson block huggers. And
first-rate details, like braided fluid lines, trick dipsticks and a Lokar throttle linkage, ensure this
Chevy Orange mill is more than just a random curbside attraction. Flip this Ford upside down
and you'll find a roster of mechanical improvements that mix classic looks with modern
mobility. That tough drivetrain rides on a full Fatman Fabrications frame, which mixes a
Mustang II-style front half with traditional rear leafs. Modern rack-and-pinion steering is a
welcome addition, and fresh front disc and rear drum brakes are a big performance upgrade.
There's a coated exhaust system that snakes through polished, Flowmaster Hushpower II
mufflers and square stainless tips. And items like stainless fluid lines, a finned transmission
cooler and a gallon Rock Valley fuel tank, filled through an electronically actuated bed plank,
finish an otherwise impressive canvas. A body-matched dash hangs chrome-trimmed VDO
telemetry, modern Vintage Air climate control and a polished, "V8" branded glovebox between
billet foot pedals, a tilting Ididit steering column and a half-wrapped, Colorado Customs Fire
wheel. In front of that dash, an Ostrich-trimmed TEA's Design seat, partitioned for the driver and
one lucky passenger, seems appropriate to the quality of the truck's restoration. At the bottom

of that seat, a sleek combination of carpet and leather centers a short Lokar shifter and polished
emergency brake lever between custom kick panels. At the sides of the passengers, sculpted
door skins position long pulls beneath billet handles, chrome window switches and cool Ostrich
accents, which reflect perfectly in the aforementioned dash. And, professionally installed Sony
audio, which makes excellent use of fresh Painless wiring, rides inside a custom headliner
that's stretched between custom cab panels, a polished rearview mirror and an Ostrich-trimmed
windshield frame. The restorer's decision to leave those basics alone and make only time-tested
adjustments is a huge part of why this truck works so well. With its spry motor, smooth-shifting
4-speed, comfortable interior and vintage swagger, you'll never tire of finding this custom in
your garage. Stop watching opportunity pass you by. Add this classic to your collection today!
About This Auction Please note that all sales are binding and final. Our cars are sold "as-is"
with no warranty expressed or implied. Winning this auction does not entitle you to come
inspect the car and decide if you want to buy it, but obligates you to complete the purchase! If
you have ZERO feedback on eBay, please call or email us to request our authority to bid on our
vehicles. We do not release our reserve prices, so please don't ask! If you see a car you like,
don't wait! Call us! When you see it disappear from eBay, it means that it was sold by other
means. Because we advertise heavily in other mediums, we reserve the right to cancel any eBay
listing at any time. If you would like to make a sales visit or arrange an inspection, we would be
happy to schedule a personal appointment with either yourself or your representative. To do so,
contact Donald Bernard at Donald's email address is: Donald. Berard RKMotorsCharlotte. For
those of you who need to fly in, we can provide transportation to and from Charlotte Douglas
International Airport. We can also recommend accommodations within a short distance of our
facility. Destinations selected included car museums, driving schools, dragstrips, best drives
and more. We are honored to have been the only classic car dealer selected. If you ever find
yourself in Charlotte, NC give us a call. Our showroom is open by appointment only. Our 80, sq.
We usually have over incredible cars on display, and there's always something new. Feel free to
make an appointment, stop in and meet our staff. Each and every one of our employees is an
absolute car nut- we do this because we love cars! Check out the feedback on our website from
other customers who have purchased cars from us in the past. We pride ourselves on
describing our cars accurately, and our cars even look better in person than in the pictures! We
look forward to seeing you soon. Every car that you see for sale is in our physical possession
and located at our main facility, Lakeview Road, Charlotte, NC For sales and general
information, call us at: Customers who purchase cars from RK Motors for less than full retail
price, or customers who purchase a car and are trading in a vehicle, will receive our Basic
Safety Check, performed by our certified and experienced ASE mechanics, prior to delivery of
their car. Learn more about the key attributes of Our Service Programs. If you have any
questions regarding our service programs, please contact a member of our sales team at For
international buyers, please note that we've shipped cars to collectors and classic car fans
worldwide for years. We can provide you with a firm quote for transport to any shipping port in
the world in a sealed container and handle the process for you from start to finish. Our
domestic and international ground transport solutions are enclosed only. If you wish to use an
open carrier, you will need to arrange that. He can be reached at: Greg. Smith
rkmotorscharlotte. In the world of electronic fuel injection and computer diagnostics, even late
model dealerships look a little uncomfortable working on pre-OBD1 cars. There are many
independent mechanics and shops that may be able to help, but putting your prized classic in
the hands of a stranger is a leap of faith at best. Comprised of ASE certified mechanics,
including several Master Technicians, you can feel confident that your car is in capable hands.
As fellow enthusiasts, they are passionate about cars and will treat yours with the respect it
deserves. Klein RKMotorsCharlotte. Notara RKMotorsCharlotte. Classic Car Marketing, Inc.
Stretched 10 inches and set up on full air ride suspension for that low, lean, look. With only
miles, she is just barely broken in. Deep Burgundy finish with tan interior. Running boards and
rear fenders have both been extended by 8 inches. New front and rear bumpers. The truck was
Re-Wired using a Painless wiring kit. Everything works great and there is no parasitic drains,
the car will start up after sitting for some time. This '36 Ford Phaeton was built out of love for
this classic design and the desire for performance with elegance. The Ford three-speed
automatic transmission makes cruising in traffic a breeze. The updated suspension and
steering are enhanced even more by the radial tires mounted on Dayton wire wheels. Thanks to
an upgraded radiator and auxiliary fan, she can keep her cool too. No expense was spared on
the leather interior with brown hides that feel rich to the touch. The carpet blends in nicely as do
the seatbelts for four. The tan phaeton top rides handsomely atop the rear beltline unless
extended to create to roof and cover the passengers. The Stewart Warner gauges are finished
with gold rings but our favorite feature on the interior is the elegant push-button shift knob â€”

which part is your favorite? Perhaps the tilt wheel? The metal body is dressed in Springtime
Yellow paint which has a subtle sheen about it the comes alive in certain light â€” something
wonderful that can best be seen in person. The brightwork is brilliant and the body lines flow
smoothly. Don't miss the hood ornament, notice the hound's ribs, she is a rare original not a
reproduction. Like the top side, the underside is finished for show. The windshield tilts out as
she should and the cowl vent opens properly. So much attention to detail was taken in the
restoration that you really have to see her to catch it all. While you are here, make sure to
include some time to browse the photo book of the restoration and the binder full of organized
receipts and documentation. The test drive is not to be missed either. Call ahead and we will
book a hotel room for you, so you can take your time while you are falling in love Call to discuss
the car and learn about all the fine details that only a one-on-one chat brings out. Then, arrange
your personal inspection and test drive. You won't be disappointed. She can be yours now and
for a fraction of the investment. Bay City MI If you notice an error in this ad, contact us.
Therefore, we cannot guarantee its originality, including but not limited to: the Engine, the
Transmission, all vehicle stampings and codes, and supporting documentation. It is your
responsibility to ensure the vehicle you are purchasing meets your criteria. Your pre-purchase
inspection is strongly encouraged. The vehicle is being offered As-Is No Warranty. An
agreement to purchase a vehicle is made when the purchase price of the vehicle is agreed upon
by both parties, including the acceptance of an offer, high bid, or Buy It Now price. Upon this
agreement: 1. There are no hidden document or preparation fees. The full balance is due within
three 3 business days of agreeing to purchase the vehicle. If financing, please make sure that
your financial institution will finance this vehicle before bidding. We require deposit of and
verification of bank funds before we will release the vehicle to 6. The buyer is responsible for
the prompt pickup or shipping of the vehicle. We will be happy to arrange the shipping on your
behalf. If you are not sure about something, please ask! Do not assume anything. The first step
to protecting yourself against buying used cars with costly hidden problems. WarrantyThis
vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller
shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects
herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made
on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or
representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty
of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to
have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that
judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known
defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller
assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle.
Denny Dotson is a retired Chevrolet-Chrysler Dealer with 35 years in the business. Lyle Dotson
is the experienced buyer for the dealership, specializing in highline and "hard to find" sports
and performance cars. We hand pick every vehicle we offer for sale. Payment: Items will not be
available for pickup or shipping until full payment is received and cleared by our local bank.
Buyer has 7 days to pay. Warranty: Equipment is covered by manufacturers warranty only.
Financing: We offer financing Availability: We reserve the right to remove this listing due to
on-site sales. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract to buy
this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to
accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car
before the end of the auction. Original Brakes! Complete as Come! This Was purchased by a
local collector in the early 70's from another collector in New York where the car was originally
delivered. Both owners had the car stored in a climate controlled facility. In it was disassembled
and repainted due to a few spots of flaking paint pictures available. It is the exact paint used by
Ford in Zero rust or previous repaires. All of the wood supports in the doors and top are original
and near perfect. The original side curtains are in their original case behind the rear seat. The
car even has the original brakes which required a notch adjustment on all four. Interior, dash,
gauges are all original and work properly. Has the original AM radio and clock on the rear view
mirror. Starts and drives perfectly. The paint is no doubt better than new. No exp
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ense was spared. People urged him to leave the paint alone but he couldn't resist. Thats why it
is so well documented. So the car has not been restored. Just refreshed cosmetically. It is a
gorgeous piece of Automotive history that has been preserved as nice as any. No telling what
this car could be worth some day. Please feel free to come out and inspect or just admire this

Phaeton. Everything that came with the car originally is still with it now. Body 68 Tag number
This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. We are
experienced in the Automotive Sales Industry. Dallas, OR. Green Bay, WI. North Kingstown, RI.
Fitzwilliam, NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars
for Sale Ford Pickup. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Ford Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

